Motivation: Modern comparative genomics does not restrict to sequence but involve the
Introduction
A large variety of biological data obtained from genome wide experiments can be represented by graphs (1) . Best-known examples are protein-protein interaction graphs where vertices are proteins and edges represent physical interactions between them. Metabolic networks are another example of more sophisticated graphs, called bipartite graphs, with two types of vertices representing chemical compounds and reactions and the edges indicate which compound is the substrate or product of a particular reaction. Finally, even the layout of the genes on a chromosome can be described as a particular graph, called an interval graph, where the vertices, representing the genes, are connected if the genes are adjacent (or, more generally, if the linear distance between two genes is less than a given threshold). Central to this graph representation is the notion of adjacency or connectivity (2) . For instance a group of connected vertices in a protein-protein interaction graph may be interpreted as a molecular complex, a group of connected reactions may be interpreted as a biochemical pathway and a group of co-oriented adjacent genes may represent an operon. The following step is then to integrate these different biological graphs in order to answer more complex biological questions, for instance to identify which contiguous genes do encode for enzymes catalysing contiguous reactions in the metabolic network or do encode for interacting polypeptides.
Although the importance of graph representation to perform comparative analysis has been recognized for long (3) (4) (5) (6) , we still lack of a unified framework for this kind of comparisons.
The purpose of this paper is to provide such a unified approach and to illustrate it on several instances of biological graphs.
Methods
For the sake of simplicity, all the definitions will be given hereafter for two graphs but the generalization to the case of n 2 graphs is immediate.
The correspondence multigraph
Let's consider two graphs G 1 and G 2 , hereafter referred to as the primary graphs, representing some biological data. Each graph G i is described by a set of vertices V i and edges E i . G 1 = (V 1 , E 1 ) ; G 2 = (V 2 , E 2 ) ; One should note that the vertices do not necessarily represent the same kind of data in the two graphs. For instance, V 1 may represent a set of genes whereas V 2 may represent a set of reactions.
Let us note P = V 1 ×V 2 , the Cartesian product, of V 1 and V 2 . That is, the set of all couples of the form (v 1 , v 2 ) where v 1 V 1 and v 2 V 2 .
Let us consider a particular relation R stating a correspondence (not necessarily one-to-one) between the elements of V 1 and V 2 . For instance a gene is R -related to a reaction if the EC number of the gene's product is the same as the EC number of the reaction.
Finally let's note V R the restriction of P to the couples where the two elements are related by R.
For instance, we can restrict all the possible couples of genes to the couples of orthologous genes or all the possible couples of genes and reactions to those where the gene product catalyzes the reaction.
The correspondence multigraph G is defined by the set of vertices V R and two sets of edges E' 1 and E' 2 :
The two previous definitions simply state that two vertices (i.e couples) of the correspondence multigraph have an edge in E' 1 (respectively E' 2 ) if and only if their first (respectively second) elements are connected in G 1 (respectively G 2 ).
An example of correspondence multigraph, involving the comparison of the gene organization with metabolic pathways, is given in Figure 1 .
The common connected components
A connected component (CC) of a graph G=(V, E) is a maximal subset of vertices such that every vertex is reachable from each other vertex in the component. In a similar way, a common connected component (CCC (7)) of a multigraph G = (V R , E' 1 , E' 2 ) is a maximal subset of vertices that are both connected in E' 1 and E' 2 .
This definition is illustrated in Figure 1 where the multigraph has three common connected components ({1,2,3}, {4}, {5}). For the biological interpretation, it is important to remember that a CCC is a set of vertices such that every vertex is reachable from each other vertex thru every type of edges. In other words, a CCC is composed of components that are connected in every primary graph -possibly by a different network of edges.
Algorithm
Computation of the CCCs Figure 1 illustrates an important point for the practical computation of the CCCs: a CCC is not simply the intersection of separate CC's for each type of edges. In this example, the connected components of (V R , E' 1 ) is {1,2,3,4,5} (plain edges) and the connected components of (V R , E' 2 ) are {1,2,3,4} and {5} (dashed edges), therefore the intersection is {1,2,3,4} and {5} but {1,2,3,4} is not a CCC (since 4 is not reachable thru plain edges). Now, going one step further, we can reiterate the intersection process on the set {1,2,3,4}. It then splits into two sets {1,2,3} and {4} that are the CCCs of the multigraph. More generally, the intersection of CC provides a partition of vertices with coarser grain than CCC. The idea of an exact CCC computation algorithm is therefore to iteratively refine this partition. The algorithm is initialized with a partition P 0 composed of a single class with all vertices. Then, at each iteration step k, one computes the intersection of CC's within each class of the partition P k , possibly splitting this class into subclasses. This eventually gives rise to a new partition P k+1 .
The algorithm stops when the number of classes does not change (i.e when P k = P k+1 ). The pseudo-code in Figure 2 gives a sketch of a recursive version of this algorithm. The worstcase time complexity of this algorithm is O(n (e.n + m)) where n = | V R | total number of nodes in the multigraph, e = number of primary graphs (e=2 in the Figure 1 example) and m =
= total number of edges in the multigraph. The worst-case complexity corresponds actually to the case where the final partition is composed of n classes (each class being therefore a singleton) and when each of these classes is extracted at each iteration thus requiring n steps to perform the calculation. In practice, the number of steps that are necessary to get the final partition is much lower than n (for all our experiments with random and real data this number rarely exceeded 10 steps, even for very large multigraphs).
Considering insertions/deletions in primary graphs
An edge between two vertices in the correspondence multigraph implies, by construction, that the corresponding elements are connected in the corresponding primary graphs. For many practical applications, this requirement is too stringent. For instance, with genomic graphs, the requirement is that the genes are strictly adjacent on each of the chromosomes whereas we may want to allow some gene insertions/deletions. A straightforward way to do this is to introduce new edges in the primary graphs. More precisely, if we define the distance between two vertices as the minimum number of edges in a path connecting them, one should add an edge between all pairs of vertices lying at a distance less or equal to +1. is therefore an insertion parameter, the case =0 corresponds to the original primary graph with no additional edge.
Related works
In 2000, Ogata et al. (3) presented a graph comparison algorithm to detect functionally related enzyme clusters. Although not stated explicitly in the paper, this approach actually aims at finding CCCs between two graphs representing respectively the genomic and metabolic data.
The correspondence multigraph is implicitly described as a list of correspondence between the vertices of these two primary graphs. Therefore, this approach is very similar in its spirit to the one presented here. An important difference lies in the fact that the proposed algorithm is a heuristic whereas our algorithm provides exact CCCs. Indeed, it can be shown that the solution of this heuristic approach is actually a subset of the exact solution. In other terms, the heuristic may miss solutions. An example of this will be shown later. In a very similar work, Zheng et al. (7) proposed a graph-based method to infer bacterial operons. Again, the idea is to look for clusters of contiguous genes coding for catalysers of connected reactions in the metabolic graph. These clusters are found by a breadth-first search on the metabolic graph, pruned by the distance in the genomic graph. As in the previous work, the proposed algorithm the complexity reduces to O((n + m) log n) (11) . We acknowledge that this theoretical complexity is better than the one achieved by our simpler algorithm. However, as we shall see in the Result section, the computation of the CCCs is not the time limiting step. It is usually done within few seconds whereas the construction of the multigraph may take several minutes up to one hour (e.g when sequence similarities need to be established).
Results
We will now illustrate the unified framework with three typical biological applications: i) the identification of neighbouring genes with similar organisation in several genomes (syntons),
ii) the identification of neighbouring genes coding for enzymes catalyzing connected metabolic reactions (metabolons) and iii) the identification of neighbouring genes coding for interacting proteins (interactons). For each application, we shall give a formal definition of the problem in terms of multigraph definition (by specifying V 1 , ... , V n ; E 1 , ... , E n and the restriction V R ) and we shall give examples of CCCs obtained with actual data.
Syntons
This problem can be informally stated as finding sets of contiguous genes (syntons) with conserved local organization across n (n 2) bacterial genomes. The input is therefore the gene layout on two or more chromosomes together with a gene orthology relationship. We can reformulate this problem as finding the CCCs of the following correspondence multigraph:
where rank( j i g ) is the rank of gene j i g on chromosome i (taking into account boundaries for circular chromosomes). One should note that definition s2 does not explicitly require the conservation of the genes orientation although this condition can be easily added if needed.
Finally, the restriction condition writes:
The similar relation has to be defined more precisely. It specifies which n-tuples of genes (one gene per genome) should be considered as nodes of the multigraph. Several definitions are possible (we omit the subscripts for clarity):
Definition (s3-1) requires that all genes in a n-tuple should be orthologous, i.e ( Again, the orthologous relation should be made more precise. Some readily available classifications (such as COG (12)) can be used here:
When no such classification is available one may resort to sequence similarity:
where similar stands for any sequence similarity measure (an example will be given hereafter).
We illustrate the approach with n > 2 genomes by comparing the chromosomal organization of five enterobacteria (E. coli, S. flexeneri, S. typhimurium, Y. pestis and P. luminescens). As a sequence similarity measure (similar), we compared each gene product of one genome against the others using BlastP (13) and retained couples of genes that can be aligned on at least 80% of the length of the shortest sequence with an identity of at least 40%. It should be pointed out that, since this similar relation is not a one-to-one correspondence, the same gene 
Metabolons
This problem can be informally stated as finding sets of contiguous genes (metabolons) encoding for enzymes that catalyse connected metabolic reactions (and, therefore, that may be part of the same pathway). The input is therefore the gene layout on a chromosome, a metabolic graph and a correspondence between genes and chemical reactions. We can reformulate this problem as finding the CCCs of the following correspondence multigraph: This definition ensures that two reactions are connected whenever they share either a common substrate, product or if a substrate of one reaction is a product of the other one. Moreover, as previously described, a delta parameter ( 2 ) can be introduced in order to relax the constraint of strict reaction connectivity. According to this, two reactions will be connected if their distance in the primary metabolic graph is less than or equal to 2 .
where ECs(g) (resp. ECs(r)) is the set of EC numbers associated to the product of gene g (resp. to the reaction r). V R is therefore a set of couples (gene, reaction) such that the gene and the reaction share at least one EC number in their respective annotations.
To illustrate these definitions, we considered the complete genome of E. coli (4289 genes) to Table 1 . As expected, the number of metabolons increases with the delta parameters, both on observed and shuffled data. Although, the observed values are highly significant in all cases (z-scores from 69 to 7), one can observe that the significance tends to decrease when increasing the delta parameters. A second, more biologically meaningful, way of evaluating the metabolons is to compare them with already known clusters of genes like operons or regulons. For this purpose, we compared them to the whole set of operons in RegulonDB (15) . We do not expect a complete match between operons and metabolons because of three main reasons : 1) we do not enforce the gene coorientation whereas in RegulonDB, an operon is composed of cooriented genes; 2) we expect a metabolon to match an operon but the converse is false since some operons may not be related to intermediate metabolism (e.g ABC transporters or ribosomal proteins) and 3) the annotation of enzymes is not comprehensive (in E. coli only c.a 25% of genes are associated to complete EC numbers). For these reasons, we defined two measures of coverage : a) the fraction of metabolons that are covered by (at least) an operon. We say that a metabolon is covered if it shares at least half of its genes with the operon; b) the fraction of operons that are covered by (at least) a metabolon. For the reason given above, in this later case, we restrict to the operons containing at least two enzymes. The results are given in Table 1 (two last columns). The percentage of covered metabolons is rather high (up to 75%) and decreases with the delta parameters. This is due to the fact that the size of the metabolons increases with delta, making them more difficult to be covered by an operon. On the other hand, for the same reason, the percentage of covered operon increases. Of course, these results may vary with the organization of the species under study and the quality of available data.
Interactons
This problem can be informally stated as finding sets of contiguous genes (interactons) encoding for proteins that are known to interact with each other (such as components of a molecular complex). The input is therefore the gene layout on a chromosome and the interaction graph between their products. We can reformulate this problem as finding the CCCs of the following correspondence multigraph:
, 1 N = set of genes in the genome under study (i1-1)
where interact means that the two proteins are known to interact.
where product(g) denotes the product of gene g. V R is therefore a set of couples (gene, protein) such that the gene encodes for the protein. Edges in the correspondence multigraph indicate that the genes are contiguous and that the proteins physically interact.
To illustrate these definitions, we considered the complete genome of E. coli (4289 genes) to build the genomic graph (V 1 ). The protein-protein interaction (PPI) graph (V 2 ) was build from the DIP database (16) and was restricted to proteins from E.coli. In this case, the multigraph is very small (4289 nodes and 4551 edges for 1 =0 and 2 =0), the total computation time for the multigraph construction and computation of the CCCs is less than 2s. 
Conclusion
We have introduced a general framework to represent correspondences between genomic or functional data represented by graphs together with an exact procedure to extract clusters of neighbouring entities (such as genes, proteins, reactions) from this representation. The advantage of this approach is that it allows a fairly general formulation of the problem that can be further adapted to different actual cases. This approach was illustrated on three particular cases. The first example mixes genomic (G) graphs only and could therefore be denoted as the G n (syntons between n 2 genomes) problem. The second example mixes genomic and metabolic information and could be denoted as a G 1 M problem. The extension to the G n M problem is straightforward and could be used to identify clusters of neighbouring genes in several organisms and associated with connected reactions. Finally, the third example mixes genomic and protein-protein interaction data and could therefore be described as the G 1 I 1 problem (we used a subscript to the I graph to indicates that the interactions are species specific). Again, the extension to the G n I 1 and G n I n problems could be envisaged as well. Another potentially interesting case is the I 1 M type of problem that related metabolic and interaction data in order to grab, for instance, the channelling (tunnelling) of substrates in enzymatic complexes. Finally, the GIM type of problem allows mixing the three kind of data together. Other extensions may involve new kind of primary graphs. This means either new types of primary nodes (e.g using protein domains instead of complete proteins) or new kind of primary edges (e.g shared expression patterns or genes fusions (17)). Finally, we would like to point out another, more algorithmic extension of the current approach that may become important when dealing with more than two graphs. Considering for instance the G n>2 problem, the idea is to introduce the notion of quorum that specifies a minimum number of primary graphs (i.e species) for which the connectivity property holds. This will allow to look for syntons not occurring in all the species but, at least, in a minimum number of them. The precise definition of this extension will be our next task in the future. 4 : observed number of metabolons of size 2 (#) and standard deviation (SD) for 100 shuffled genomes 5 : according to the Chebyshev's inequality 6 : % of metabolons that share at least half of their genes with an operon in RegulonDB 7 : % of operons (containing at least two enzymes) in RegulonDB that share at least half of their genes with a metabolon 
